
 

 

2021 RULES OF CONDUCT 
1) Fighting and / or physical assault by any driver or your pitmen will be a Minimum of $250.00 

fine and 1 race suspension for 1st offence. 2nd violation will be a minimum of $500.00 fine and 

a 2-race suspension. 3rd violation will be a $1000.00 fine and a 1-year suspension. 

2) Any driver or pitmen that enter another’s pit area will result in driver disqualification a 

minimum of $500 fine per person and a 2-race suspension. 

3)  Rough driving: will be decided by the race director and flagman, 1st warning will be a rolled up 

black flag, driver will be sent to the back. 2nd occurrence will be a disqualification from the 

race, any driver using his/her vehicle in a malicious manner will be fined $500.00 and a 2-race 

suspension  

4) Physical assault of any track official/ promoter will get an automatic 1-year suspension and 

$1000.00 fine  

5) Consumption of alcoholic beverages, illegal drugs or marijuana usage is strictly prohibited 

during the races, any driver or pitmen showing evidence of consumption will be required to 

leave the premises immediately and will be subject to a fine no less than $500.00. use of 

illegal drugs or marijuana at any time shall be cause for immediate, indefinite suspension  

6) At NO time will any driver go faster than idle speed in the pits, any driver caught speeding or 

driving in unsafe manner, doing burnouts when angry will be a minimum fine of $500.00 and 

disqualified for the night. There will be a designated spot on the new cool road that will 

determine where you will be going slow. All sprint cars will be pushed to staging and pushed 

to your pits from cool down road (NO EXCEPTIONS)  

We want Southern Oregon Speedway to become that fun, friendly, family entertainment again, in 

order to accomplish this, we need everyone to work together from track officials to drivers and crews  

Safety is now our #1 concern in the pits  
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